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Country: Finland 

 

 

Place: Tampere 
 

 

 

Date: 4.2.2012 

 

 

No. of participants: 14 

 

 

Organizer: Suomen 

Pellettienergiayhdistys ry., VTT 

  

 

Target group: pellet producers, 

equipment manufacturers, 

researchers, investors 

 

 

Title 

A jointworkshop of MixBioPells and PellCert–project at Tampere, VTT 

 

Topics of the event:  
Presentations and discussion on the pellet standars, certifications,  future of wood, alternative and 

mixed pellets  

 

Short summary: (aims and goals of the meeting, methods, contents, results) 

Workshop of the certification and sustainability of pellets was held in Tampere in 

April 4
th

 2012 in cooperation with MixBioPells and PellCert 

(IEE/10/463/SI2.592427). Most of the arrangements were done by 

Pellettienergiayhdistys ry. (Finnish Pellet Energy Association) and paid by PellCert. 

Call for the workshop was a joint call. From MixBioPells it was delivered 

material in the meeting, Ms. Eija Alakangas told in her presentation MixBioPells 

in the  sertification system and Mr. Markku Kallio in the discusions with partners 

of the meeting. 

 

At the beginning Ms. Eija Alakangas (VTT) told about the EN pellets standard 

and the proposal for the alternative materials. There was a discussion about fine 

particles, how they are measured (sieve 3.15 mm, under 1% of total amount of 

pellets), is the factory gate the border there the check of quality is carried out, or 

where it might be. The DT-point of the ash melting interested (how, in which 

temperature) also the audience. 

 

Mr. Hannes Tuohiniitty (Finnish Pellet Energy Association ry.) told about the 

present certifications for pellets, DIN Plus, ENPlus and PF. At the moment the 

most popular is the ENPlus (www.enplus-pellets.eu, www.PellCert.eu). It has 

been developed by the national pellet associations of Europe using EN 14961-2 as 

the base. Certification is owned by European Pellet Council (EPC). The national 

pellet associations will get the licenses from EPC and the associations make deals 

with local producers. The certification will cause different costs and obligations to 

the pellet producer before the producer can use the logo of ENPlus. In Finland the 

ENPlus certification is not yet in wide use, and about that there was a discussion 

between the pellet producers and Mr. Tuohiniitty. It is probable that small 

producers are not interested of the ENPlus, because the costs and bureaucracy, 

and because they have already faithful customers. 

http://www.enplus-pellets.eu/
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PF-certification is from Sweden and it is based on EN14961, but it is more 

stringent in some measurements. Large Finnish pellets producers have been asked 

to join in the PF-certification. 

 

In the ENPlus there has also been discussions about the source of wood material. 

Mr. Auvo Kaivola told about PEFC-certification (www.pefc.fi) for the forests and 

the wood products. About 10% of the forests of the world have been certified and 

two thirds after the requirement of PECF. The other main certification is done 

through FSC. 

 

Ms. Kaija Lähtinen (Suomen ympäristökeskus, Finnish Environmental institute) 

told about a multi-dimensional social-economic research in three cases in Eastern-

Finland. One of the cases was the pellet factory of Ilomantsi. The final report is 

available  in www.ymparisto.fi/default.asp?contentid=362104&lan=fi. 

 

Ms. Venla Virkamäki (Suomen luonnonsuojeluliitto, Finnish Association for 

Nature Conservation) told about the pressures for sustainability of the Finnish 

forests and gave also as an example from the Canadian pellets production. Her 

presentation caused discussion of some facts.  

 

Final presentation was given by Mr. Tero Dillström (Versowood Oy), who is a 

pellet producer. At the moment Mr. Dillström does not produce ENPlus –certified 

pellets. He had several arguments for and against of ENPlus.  

Some of the advances are:  

+ It has already been made pellets after EN standard, even without certification 

+ Certification is mainly based on the EN-standard 

+ In Finland a good number of pellet manufacturers might able to join 

+ The audit readiness exist. 

Some of the disadvantages are: 

- The added value can not yet be seen 

- A lack of demand for ENPlus certification 

- Large customers demand other criteria 

- The small consumers have most of the domestic market - Unfortunately, in the 

business money always determines 

 

At the end of the workshop there were two teamwork sessions about certifications 

and sustainability. 

 

http://www.pefc.fi/
http://www.ymparisto.fi/default.asp?contentid=362104&lan=fi
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Ms. Eija Alakangs tells about the EN-pellets standards. 
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Participants of the workshop (Photo: Hannes Tuohiniitty). 
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Annex 1  

 

Invitation to the workshop. 
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 Annex 2 

Pelletien sertifionti ja kestävävä kehitys – työpaja, Tampere 
Osallistujaluettelo / List of participants 4.4.2012 

 

        Nimi / Name                        Organisaatio       Allekirjoitus / Sign 

 
 

 


